ABOUT THE SPEAKERS
Tom Battin
Tom Battin is a Full Professor at the École Polytechnique Fédérale de
Lausanne (EPFL) where his laboratory works on the microbial ecology
and biogeochemistry of stream ecosystems in mountain regions
worldwide. He is intrigued by the massive yet unseen diversity of the
microbial life in these ecosystems and how they have adapted to their
extreme environment. At the same time, his laboratory works are on the
role of streams and rivers for the global carbon cycle, and how climate
change is affecting this link. Before joining EPFL, Tom was Professor in
Limnology at the University of Vienna and Visiting Professor of the
University of Applied Art in Vienna and the University of Uppsala. Before
that, he was a postdoctoral fellow in the USA and Spain. He has
received the Spanish Ramón y Cajal fellowship and the Austrian Start
Prize, the highest award for young scientists.

Claudia Comte
Claudia Comte is an artist based in Bennwil, Switzerland. Her work is
defined by her interest in the memory of materials and by a careful
observation of how the hand relates to different technologies. Claudia
studied at the Ecole Cantonale d’Art de Lausanne (ECAL) in 2004-2007,
followed by a Masters of Art in Science of Education at Haute Ecole
Pédagogique, Visual Arts, Lausanne, Switzerland in 2008-2010. She
has presented her work in solo and group exhibitions at Kunstraum,
Dornbirn; Castello di Rivoli, Turin; König Galerie, Berlin; Copenhagen
Contemporary; Gladstone Gallery, New York; MOCA, Cleveland;
Contemporary Art Museum, St Louis; Kunsthalle Basel; Desert X, Palm
Springs; Kunstmuseum Luzern; Public Art Fund, New York; Haus
Konstruktiv, Zurich; and Elevation 1049, Gstaad. Her upcoming
exhibitions include: the 58th October salon Belgrade Biennale (June
2021) and a solo presentation at The Museo Nacional ThyssenBornemisza, Madrid (Spring 2021).

Hedy Graber
Hedy Graber is head of the Directorate for Cultural and Social Affairs at
the Federation of Migros Cooperatives in Zurich, where she is
responsible for the national orientation of the cultural and social projects
of Migros Culture Percentage. Her function also includes the
establishment and development of the Engagement Migros support
fund, which was set up in 2012, with which Migros voluntarily supports
projects in the areas of culture, sustainability, business and sport. Hedy
is president of the association Forum Kultur und Ökonomie, member of
the Lucerne University of Applied Sciences Council, various
commissions, juries, foundations and boards of directors, and was
awarded the title of European Cultural Manager in 2015.

Madeleine Schuppli
Madeleine Schuppli is a Swiss art historian, curator and author. Since
2020 she has been appointed Head of Visual Arts at the Swiss cultural
foundation Pro Helvetia, which includes the representation of
Switzerland at the Venice Biennale. From 2007 to 2020 she was the first
female director of the Aargauer Kunsthaus, where she realised
numerous group and solo exhibitions, including shows on Fiona Tan,
Sophie Taeuber-Arp, cinema and art, and Swiss Pop Art. In 2009, she
initiated the innovative exhibition series for young art CARAVAN for the
promotion of aspiring Swiss artists. She was also responsible for an
active collection policy with a focus on contemporary works of Swiss art
and a dialogical presentation of the holdings. Madeleine is a member of
various associations, is an expert in building art committees for cities
and companies and is represented in numerous juries for art prizes.

